
In 2024, Vietnam is expected to be one of the world’s top 20 highest growing economies with
forecasted GDP growth of 5.8%.  This surpasses the global average of 2.3% and is higher than
regional peers. 2025 GDP growth is also expected at 6.9%. So, what is driving this growth?

Vietnam has strong underlying fundamentals, with solid demographics driving their median to
long term GDP growth. The average age of its 99 million population is 33 years   which should
provide more than 10+ years of consumption boom as the population ages and moves into the
higher consumer spend categories of 45-50 years.

As the increase in GDP per capita will drive the prospects of a better quality of life and higher
wages, Vietnam is expected to reach urbanisation levels of 44% of the population by 2030
(currently 40%,  compared to Thailand at 52.9%, Indonesia at 57.8% and China at 63.6% ).
Increased urbanisation typically results in improved productivity and subsequently improved
economies of scale, in turn providing growing investment opportunities within the utility,
infrastructure and telecom sectors that support it.  
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Vietnam’s GDP per capita has trebled since joining the World Trade Organisation in 2007 and with an
increase in GDP per capita comes the growth of the middle class. Vietnam’s goal is to become an upper-
middle-income country by 2035, and a high-income country by 2045. It is also estimated to add 36 million
people to the consuming class in the next decade.
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Population (in millions) by income growth (daily spending)

Source: The new faces of the Vietnamese consumer | McKinsey
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Vietnam also benefits from a highly educated and affordable work force. Its population continues to be
one of the most educated compared to neighbouring ASEAN peers, achieving a PISA score of 468.  With a
98% literacy rate, it is also ranked the second highest among the top ten investible frontier countries. 

Combined with a manufacturing wage of US$277  on a monthly basis, Vietnam has started to attract
more manufacturing business from foreign investors. 
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Manufacturing costs (monthly cost in US$k) and PISA scores

Source: CSLA, 2022 Manufacturing Wage on a Monthly Basis 
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Amid the global shift triggered by Covid-19, Vietnam has emerged as a clear beneficiary of the
“China Plus One” model, attracting manufacturing businesses seeking diversification. For example,
Apple has located part of its production hub of MacBooks in Vietnam and has asked several of its
suppliers to build new capacity as they are looking to embark upon further product development
in the country. This strong and sustainable influx of foreign direct investment (FDI) has helped
drive industrialisation and also enable Vietnam to start producing higher end products, shifting
away from being just purely the assembler. Over the last 10 years Vietnam has seen a 7.7% CAGR
(2013 – 2022) in FDI. 

Source: Foreign investment in Vietnam – FT.com

FDI investment – disbursed foreign direct investment (in US$bn)

The increasing geopolitical tensions between the US and China have also played to Vietnam’s
favour. The elevation of the US and Vietnam’s relationship to a “Comprehensive Strategic
Partnership” in September 2023 emphasises Vietnam’s growing importance to the US and is likely
to result in a further boost to FDI in the coming years. Despite proximity to China, Vietnam has
deftly managed to keep relations through its ‘bamboo diplomacy’, and President Xi’s visit in early
December 2023 indicated an important part of their relationship, and a potential increase in more
direct and stronger economic ties.

However, Vietnam has teething issues. Firstly, in 2022 the Vietnam Stock Index (VNI) was down
33%   as a result of liquidity tightening and anti-corruption investigations which led to the arrest of
several business leaders. This has slowed the pace of public investment and has made obtaining
government approvals for private investment challenging. 2023 saw the VNI recover by 12%,
however, more will need to be done in the medium term to restore both public and private
investor confidence to keep up with the country’s growth aspirations. We have already seen the
government implement programmes to ramp up infrastructure spend, cut interest rates and value
added tax, and introduce measures to help ease financing within the property sector. 

Secondly, Vietnam’s manufacturing activity is closely linked to its export market, with external
trade equating to 186% of GDP.   Most Vietnamese manufactured goods are exported, with
around 25% of exports to the US. Despite 2023 seeing exports down 4.4%   due to the US
witnessing inventory destocking built up during Covid-19 resulting in weaker demand for
Vietnamese products, these inventory levels are now at a much more reasonable level, with supply
chain disruption now calmed. 
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With positive indications (per 4Q23 export data) that 2024 should witness export improvements, this
should filter through to help promote consumer confidence. 

If the Vietnamese government can navigate these factors well, Vietnam could possibly become the
investment darling of Asia. 
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